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Abstract 

We designed a voltage-control spintronics memory 

unit-cell, VoCSM, with high write-efficiency to prove a 

potential to reduce writing energy per bit. By optimizing 

a self-aligned, the cell has the critical switching current 

(Icsw) smaller than 50μA at 20 nsec. for designed MTJ 

size of about 50×150 nm2. The value is much smaller than 

that for matured STT-MRAM with the similar dimension.  

 

1. Introduction 

MRAM has been developed since 1980s until now with 

several ups and downs. The ultimate purpose is to realize non-

volatile working memories to save energy consumption of 

conventional volatile working memories such as SRAM and 

DRAM. However all of non-volatile memories including 

MRAM have been facing a dilemma of non-volatility and 

high energy consumption in their active mode because non-

volatility has led to large writing-energy consumption, Ew. 

As a result, they have been used as data storages and none 

of them overcame the historical dilemma for busy applica-

tions. This is the one of the reasons why MRAM has not had 

big markets so far. 

Recently, the possibilities of overcoming the dilemma 

were demonstrated by both STT-MRAM and VoCSM [1], [2]. 

STT has better maturity but less room for further improve-

ment. On the other hands, VoCSM has poor maturity but bet-

ter potentials in terms of higher writing efficiency and better 

endurance [3]. 

In this talk, STT technologies and VoCSM technologies 

is reviewed with respect to saving energy consumption and 

remaining issues for VoCSM will be discussed  

 

2. POSSIBILITY OF SMALL CRITICAL SWITCHING 

ENERGY PER BIT, ECSW, OF VOCSM 

 

An STT cell and a VoCSM cell are shown in fig.1. In the 

VoCSM cell, one electron can applies spin-torque several 

times, while in the STT cell, one electron can applies spin-

torque once. Application of negative voltage to the VoCSM 

cell further reduces the critical switching current, Icsw, be-

cause of the voltage dependence as shown in fig.2. 

 

The critical switching current for VoCSM with voltage, V, 

applied is given by the equation (1) [4]. 

 

Icsw(VoCSM)= 4eα*
eff /ℏ θSH ∙△Esw (V)∙tSH / wf   (1) 

 

Here, α*
eff, e, ℏ, θSH , △Esw , tSH, wf are the effective damping 

constant, charge of an electron, reduced Plank’s constant, the 

spin-Hall angle(spin polarization), the switching energy-bar-

rier, the thickness of the spin-Hall electrode, and the width of 

the storage-layer, respectively. In this case, the width of spin-

Hall electrode is assumed to be the same as wf, i.e. MTJs are 

self-aligned with the electrode. 

Small Icsw of 37μA at write pulse-width of 20nsec. was suc-

cessfully demonstrated due to high efficiency of spin-Hall 

writing and combined the voltage-assist [5]. The value of the 

Icsw is almost the same as that for STT-writing, even though 

the size of MTJ for VoCSM-writing (∼50nm×150nm) is 

much larger than that of STT-writing(30nmø). 

Critical switching energy per bit for VoCSM-writing, ecsw 

(VoCSM), is the product of Icsw, write pulse-width (tp), and 

voltage across the spin-Hall electrode. It is roughly given by 

the equations (2), assuming the spin-Hall electrode has square 

in-plane shape [4]. 

 

ecsw (VoCSM)= {4eα*
eff/ħθSH∙△Esw(V)∙tSH/w}2∙tp∙Rsh   (2) 

 

Here, Rsh is the sheet resistance of spin-Hall electrode with 

the typical value of 200-500Ω. 

Similarly, critical switching current and critical switching en-

ergy per bit for STT-MRAM are given by the equation (3) 

and (4) [4], [6]. 

 

Icsw (STT) = 4eαeff/ħ g(θ)∙△Esw   (3) 

 

ecsw (STT)= {4eαeff/ħ g(θ)∙△Esw }2∙tp∙RMTJ   (4) 

 

Here, αeff, g (θ), and RMTJ are the effective damping constant, 

the spin polarization, and the resistance of MTJ with a typical 

value of 10kΩ. 

Fig.3 shows reduction trend of the ecsws for STT-writing and 

VoCSM-writing.  

The typical properties of the MTJ for VoCSM are the tunnel 

magnetoresistance (TMR) ratio of 170-180%, the resistance 

area product (RA) of 0.8-1.0 kΩμm2 and the saturation mag-

netization (Ms) of the storage layer of 1550 emu/cm3. The 

VCMA coefficient was about 77 fJ/{(V/m) m2} and the spin 

Hall angle (θSH) was about -0.09--0.18. 

Even though the maturity of VoCSM is poor, the smallest 

ecsws of about 10fJ/bit have been demonstrated by VoCSM. 
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3. PRACTICALLY UNLIMITED ENDURANCE OF 

VOCSM 

 

In VoCSM, write-current flows in the spin-Hall electrode 

made of heavy metal such as Ta having high melting temper-

ature. Due to this, unlimited endurance of 1E+13 was demon-

strated even at write pulse-width of 5nsec. as shown in fig.6 

[3].  

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Both non-volatility and low energy consumption have been 

proved to coexist in VoCSM. Further, VoCSM cell has prac-

tical unlimited endurance of 1E+13. Therefore, it is con-

cluded that VoCSM has a potential to solve the historical di-

lemma of non-volatility and high energy consumption even 

for busy applications. 
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Fig. 1 Writing mechanisms and cell structures of STT writing and 

VoCSM writing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2 Fundamental VoCSM write property 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3 Write efficiency experimental results for STT writing and 

VoCSM with no voltage applied. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Switching energy reduction trend of spintronics memories. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5 Endurance test results of VoCSM 
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